Title word cross-reference

0 [FPS15]. 1 [AOTW14]. 2 [AOTW14, Hru16]. 3 [AOTW14]. 0 [CTW13]. □ [AT11]. \( O(\sqrt{n}) \) [RRS+12]. \( \Omega((n \log n)/R) \) [Ail16]. \( q \) [OWZ14]. \( R \) [Ail16].


2Lin [OWZ15].

3-Query [BSHLM09, GR09]. 3Lin [OWZ15].


Games [GMPS14, HH13, RV15, SV12].
Gaussian [DM13]. Genus [KV10].
Goldreich [CEMT14]. Graph [CTW13, CKP+14]. Graphs [GGR16, Kul11, KV10, GGR14]. Group [AT11, CTW13, RT16]. Groups [OWZ15].


Low-Degree [BKT13]. Lower [Ail16, AGSU15, BGMS16, DW12, FPS15, HH13, KS15, KPRR14, KMS16, Lau16, OWZ14, Pur11, Wat14, Wil13, CPPW13].


Nash [SV12]. Neciporuk [BGMS16]. Nonauto reducible [NS16].


REFERENCES

[Ail16]. Transformations [FLOR15]. Tree [CMW+12, GJ14].


XOR [RV15].

Yielding [PV12b].
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